
Did the Sons of Edward IV
outlive Henry VII:
An  answer  and a rejoinder

Did  Holbein  use  Secret Messages?

DAVID  SHULMAN

THE  EDITOR of The  Ricardian  has  invited  me to comment on the article by Jack
Leslau,‘ which appeared in  a  previous issue. It concerned  what  the  author
considered concealed messages in the  paintings  of  Hans  Holbein the  Younger,
particularly in  a  group portrait of Sir  Thomas  More and his family. As the author
of  a  book  on cryptography2 and  many articles  on the  subject  of secret writing, the
editor  asked, ‘Do you find the system of communication  described at all credible,
and do you think  such a  system  is present in the Nostell Priory picture?’ His
questions  were  directed first to Dr David  Kahn, author  of The  Codebreakers,  one
of the  best books  on the  subject, not  only on the  techniques  but also on its
history.3 Dr Kahn recommended  that this  sort of inquiry be transferred to me.

I  am no  authority on artists or painting.  However, I read the article by
Leslau and felt  that  I  was  being convinced as he  continued with  example after
example  of  Holbein’s  clever  methods of concealing his messages in his pictorial
representations. I do not agree  that  they are all  covert  rebuses, as he calls them,
for  some  were  examples of symbolism, as the use of the  peony flower  to  indicate  a
physician. A rebus is  a Puzzle  form, in National Puzzlers  League  (of which I am  a
member) usage, in  which  letters, numbers, and symbols represent words or
phrases.4 In  that  'particular  connotation  to  which  I  have  been  accustomed  in
puzzle  solving, 1  find  nothing of the  kind  in any work by Holbein.  However, what
Leslau has  found, aside from the semantics of  categorisation  (rebus, symbolism,
and so  forth) are definitely not any standard  cryptographic  form  and I do not
think  such a system is present.

Usually in  cryptography, a  system  of secret  communication  is  employed  with  a
certain  set of rules to facilitate  understanding between  communicators. I  see no
such system  present in the  Nostell  Priory picture.  While  Jack Leslau has  been
very observant and has  inferred  one  example  after another  based  on his own
interpretations, wherein  the multiplication of such examples  tends  to convince the
reader, actual  proof  of Holbein  wilfully communicating his messages to viewers of
his art, is  lacking. A  parallel  example  is the work of the Baconians who  would
convince  us  that  Francis  Bacon  was  Shakespeare.’

Dr David  Kahn  provides us  with  an  example  of art  being used to  conceal a
message by a  spy.6 Another such example is the work of General Sir Robert
BadenLPowell when  he served as  a  spy in the Boer  War.’ But, the paucity of  such
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examples  in the  world  of art  leads  me to  believe  that a true artist such as Holbein
would  not care to  distort  his  aesthetic sense  to  conceal  messages  in his  paintings.

- Why should  he  misrepresent  the  face  of a woman in the  Nostell Priory
picture  and  make  h_er ugly? Why should  he  paint  a  crooked  finger? If he was  privy
to  some knowledge  that was  perhaps  too dangerous to  express  openly, could  he
not have  resorted  to  other  means  than the use of his art? He  could  have concealed
a  cipher message  on the back of his  canvas, on  a  frame, in a  book, among his
personal  letters, diary, and so on. No  such records  exist'in respect  to Holbein’s
work and the only evidence  we have now is what  Jack  Leslau  would  have us
believe.  I would  like  to see  corroboratory confirmation beside this one  picture.

Put oneself in the  place  of the  artist, Holbein. If someone had such  important
information to  convey, would  that someone conceal  it in  such  a  manner  that it
might not be  read  by anyone, except  one so  percipient  as  Jack Leslau?  I think
Holbein  would  have  told  some close confidant  how to read his  portrait,  and as
great an  artist  he was in his  time  and  after, that  portrait would  have become
famous  along with its messages. Why did it have to take  four centuries  for a  Jack
Leslau  to  reveal them?

In my opinion, what Leslau has  found  are  coincidences, not messages.
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A Rejoinder

JACK LESLAU

I  HAVE BEEN invited  by the  Editor  to make a final  reply to  comments made  on my
theory in  this  and previous  issues  of The Ricardian.l These are as  follows:

Mrs Helen  Maurer:  In  view  of the  evidence  contained in the undoubted
Holbein  portraits  (seventy-two, at  least, are relevant), I formed  the theory
(perhaps rashly), the  basic premise  of which is the assumption  that  Holbein’s
method is as  personal  to  Holbein  as his signature; and if a  relevant message  is
found to exist, in  Holbein’s  method, in  a  contemporary painting, then  this  is
strong presumptive evidence  of the  identity of the artist, and  that  further
investigation should  be  made. I  am  aware  that  this  is  another  way of asserting that
my theory is right; nevertheless, the  preliminary scientific findings  upon  the  Group
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Portrait are positive2 which  implies at  this stage, I suggest, that  the signature and
date  which attributed  the portrait elsewhere can no longer be considered
authentic; the  only kind  of evidence  which will  falsify the theory being scientific
evidence.
'  Mrs  Alwyn Allen:  The particular  point  raised (notwithstanding any other
possibilities), involved an interesting meeting with the  Curator  of the  National
Archives of  Belgium, Monsieur  Beterams, who was consulted at the Rijksarchief
in Antwerp in  1976, upon the reported advanced age at  death  of  John  Clements.
Though  Clements is reported to have died in Mechelen, a  person of eminence, a
property owner and a  parent, and  though  the  making of  a  will was compulsory by
law in Flanders in the  sixteenth  century no will could be found. M. Beterams
kindly agreed to  make  search  (as yet unsuccessful) for legal papers concerned
with  the inheritance of the  patrimony, amongst the  many uncatalogued
documents in the  State  Archives in  Brussels.  M. Beterams has  catalogued  the wills
of the  sixteenth  century in  Flanders  and his opinion, based  upon  his  observations,
is  that  the probability of  reaching advanced age  today is no greater than in the
sixteenth century. It should be noted  that  Titian, the painter, contemporaneously
reached  the advanced age of  ninety-nine years.  Professor 1. Wald, Director of the
Psychoneurological Institute, Warsaw, confirms  that  medical theories  exist which
associate  advanced  age with genetic factors, and  that  the  probability of reaching
advanced age in the  sixteenth  century can not be discounted outright  where
environmental factors were not  detrimental.  Clements was  ‘safe’ in Mechelen, it
was quiet there, he was  a  doctor and probably knew how to  look  after  himself.

Dr  Robert Hetherington:  Upon the face of the evidence—the artist
communicates by means of overt  phemomena (e.g.  'Johanes  heresius', or ‘John
Harris’ (for the  believers)—and  covert  allusions e.g.  ‘John  the  Rightful Heir’, or
‘John  Clements’ (for the cognoscenti). The  probability of random occurrence of  a
large number of relevant  phenomena  (some eighty plus), in one portrait, being
associated  with  the lesser probability, implies  that  the phenomena may not be
present by simple  chance (see reply to David  Shulman’s  opinion, below). Thomas
More  would  not  have  to  explain  the allusions as, according to the interpretation of
the  rebus, the portrait was painted in 1540, five years after  More’s death, wherein
the artist refers, retrospectively, to secret  matters  concerning the More family in
1527. The ‘f-hole’ in the viol  (not  in the  lute, as incorrectly stated by Dr
Hetherington, see article), is definitely unusual  outside  the portrait. The placement
of the  opening would  distort the range and tone of the instrument.  Again, another
example of an unconventional overt phenomenon  with a  covert  linguistic
equivalent  and allusion in an allegorical mode (as  with  Sir Edward Guildford).
Holbein, in the  manner  of another more recent informant in the Watergate affair,
appears to  give  secret information, which implies  that  Lady Jane Guildford  was,
in  fact, a  covert royal princess. The  artist  undoubtedly n'sked his life, without
possibility of any benefit or reward  during his lifetime, in order to communicate
the information for posterity.  This  aspect deserves careful consideration, in my
VleW.

Mr  David Shulman:  From  study of the excellent  history of cryptology by Dr
David  Kahn, it  becomes  apparent  that Holbein’s  secret  messages  have  not been
reported, from  which  I  deduce  that  they may have  been  overlooked. Mr
Shulman’s  letter appears  negatively to confirm this. After  further  study of the
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criteria  of  cryptology (after  Friedman), and comparative studies with the new
criteria  of rebusology (after- Lesla'u), it further  seems to me, in  order  to  clarify the
point, that  the two studies are parallel but essentially different. Cryptology is not
the same as rebusology, which  can not be incorporated  into  cryptology (and it is
wrong to infer  that  such  a  claim has  been  made or implied by the author).  This
.has  been independently confirmed during the research. The cryptologist who was
consulted (recommended by Dr Kahn); examined  the Holbein oeuvre  with, it  must
be added, appropriate doubt and scepticism on all  matters  outside the specialist
field. The  opinion  offered, on the  basis of  common  sense, was  that  the statements
apparently concealed  in the portrait should be considered  seriously by
approp'riately qualified persons, and  that  articles should be submitted, in

-  prepublication  of the full work and  criteria.  It should be added  that  Holbein, as the
innovator  of  a  highly developed pictorial  method of  secret communication, similar
in concept to  a  ‘concealment  system’3 appears to parallel code m an allegorical
mode, which' Is recoverable In all essential details. The  study of the rebus has not
been  attempted  before (confirmed by Dr  Kahn, m  correspondence), probably on
the  grOunds that  there was insufficient  text  (non- systematic), from  which  to draw
out the criteria  with any degree  of certainty. Mr  Shulman  omits to report  this m
his  much  too narrow view of the  rebus.  Holbein rectifies  this situation  and  obliges
us  with voluminous text  for study m  seventy-three  portraits at  least, upon which
one  article, concerning one  portrait, has been published relevant to the interests of
the Richard 111 Society. The  research continues  for  a  conventional mathematical
proof in order to prove the unconventional  method  of secret-communication.
Initially, I have considered the covert' pictorial rebuses and  their  detail as
mathematical phenomena, wherein  ‘probability’ becomes  the criterion (which  I  am
sure Mr  Shulman  knows). For  Example, ‘What  is the probability of the  rélevant
unconventional  details in the  Group Portrait (of  which  there are some  eighty plus),
appearing by chance?’. This  may be developed further  into ‘What  is the
probability of the relevant  detail,’ etc., ‘having linguistic equivalents. mostly in the
French language?', which  may be further developed as, ‘What  is the  probability,’
etc., ‘having linguistic  equivalents,’ etc., ‘reIevant  to  known history?'.  The
mathematical  probability of random appearance and  subjective  interpretation
appears to decrease, which implies that  the  inclusion  of the phenomena in the
Group Portrait may not be by chance.  When this  is considered further in the  light
of the  total  number of phenomena contained in the seventy-two undoubted
Holbein portraits, many details  of  which  are  self-proving, the probability of  a
chance appearance  decreases  significantly; which further implies, again on the
basis  of common  sense, that  the artist is  attempting to communicate. Apart from
other matters which, in my view, are  irrelevant  and non-serious, it is of no use for
Mr  Shulman  additionally to talk  about something of which he  knows  little  (upon
his own  admission). Holbein did deface his  paintings! There  are highly relevant
line  faults  in the  portraits  of  King Henry VIII, Sir Henry Guildford, Lady Mary
Guildford, Jane Seymour, Anne of  Cleves  and  Bonifacius  Amerbach, to name
only a  few.“ Academics, students, and  other  interested  persons, can see  them with
very little prompting, and no expert  consulted during the research, nor present at
any lecture, nor in correspondence, has contradicted the  existence  of the line
faults. Mr  Shulman  gives his opinions  upon  symbolism in painting.'He has not
studied  the  subject  sufficiently, and  this  can be demonstrated. Irrespective of
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origin, an  iconographer  (the  person who studies symbols in art),'can normally '
describe  and  interpret  the  meaning of  symbols  (usually overt  phenomena,
conventionally agreed) in the  natal  language.  In the Holbein  portraits  the

. interpretations  only make  sense, mostly in the  French  language.  Holbein’s  use of
symbols  is different, it is  covert—and  mostly unconventional. Mr Shulman
certainly misses the  point.  Mr  Shulman’s  faulty interpretation of  Holbein’s  use of  -
symbols in  order  to  communicate  also  bears further consideration.
Notwithstanding the  fact  that  a  rebus  must  be interpreted (and is not  ‘solved
code’), Mr  Schulman  has  omitted  to  prove that  the  interpretations  are ambiguous,
or do not make sense, which  he  must  surely do in  order  to be taken seriously.
Holbein, the innovator, appears to  have  had  a  more  profound  understanding of
the  saying ‘Art is to conceal  one’s' art’, and  proves  for posterity that  he, at least,
did not need cryptology in  order  to communicate comprehensively and  secretly.
The fact  that  I have reported and offer possible solutions on  puzzling matters,
apparently hitherto  unreported, may be accurately described  as an infrequent
phenomenon—not  an impossible  phenomenon  as implied by Mr  Shulman.
Undoubtedly, others  have seen the  pictorial  phenomenon.‘ Possibly Holbein may
have told his friends at least some of  these  matters, who may have deemed it
wiser, for  their  personal  safety, to remain silent. The  friends  probably died  with
their  secret—which, within the  history of  secret  writings, is not an  unknown
phenomenon. Mr  Shulman, in his premature and unsafe  conclusion, must not

imply ‘coincidence’ within  the detail of the article  unless  he can  offer  some  proof
of his  opinion, linguistically and mathematically.

Professor Richard Griffith:  The objection to the entries  relating to Sir
Edward  Guildford  In the  Patent  and  Close  Rolls  lies  m  the  theory of  n‘otional
persons ’,‘ that" IS people who  only apparently existed. ‘Sir Edward  Guildford’ and
‘Dr  John Clements’ are  both  such persons in my opinion, since no signatures  exist
for  either, although  both were  eminent  people.  Holbein in his paintings appears to
confirm  this.  The  earliest  independent report of the presence of Sir Edward' in
England' 1s in Edward  Hall’s account  of the  masque  played before Katherine of
Aragon m  1509. 7  Holbein  appears to say that  Edward  V  Hreappéared 1n Englgnd,
under his  cover  name of Sir  Edward Guildford, after  the  death  of Henry VII.

. Further, if as Professor  Griffith  states,  Sir Edward was the son of  Joan Vaux
and  Sir Richard Guildford, he was not  more  than  eight  years old  m “1494, the  date
of the  Patent  Roll entry, since  his parents were  married” m the presence of Henry
VII and his Queen and therefore not before  1486.  However, Holbein m his  multi-
part message  states that  Edward  Guildford  was  three  years older  than  Sir Henry
Guildford, also said to be a son of Jane and  Richard  Guildford. Holbein also
secretly states  in his  painting of Sir Henry, that  the latter was 54 years old in
1527, not the 49 years indicated  openly.  This  is  from  the placement of the  curtain
rings up right, i.e. one curtain ring—five curtain rings—four curtain rings, or in
French ‘anneau-5-4’ or in  homophonic substitution  in  Latin  ‘anno 54’.  This  means
that  Sir Henry was born in  1473, and Sir Edward, i.e. Edward  V  under his cover
name, in 1470.

The Close  Roll  entry of 1506, the same year as the  death  of Sir Edward’s
alleged father  Sir Richard  Guildford, is  also  no proof  that  Sir Edward was in the
country at  that time. This  it-could not do unless an independent account of his
presence  were  found.
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This correspondence  is now  closed—THE EDITOR.

.

CORRECTION  -
We  apologise  for the omission of a  phrase  from  the  article  by Mr  Hampton  On

Sir  James  Tyrell in the  December  Ricardian.  The  last sentence of  paragraph  3 on
page-9 should  have  read: ‘His  'eldest  son Sir  William (who  had  married Eleanor,
eldest  of the six daughters of  Robert  Darcy (died  1448) of  Maldon, having
predeceased him  .  .  .’ '
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